I. INTRODUCTION
N the field of aerial observations, sensors of possible small dimensions, low cost, while ensuring high resolution of the obtained images are becoming more and more popular [1] . Their potential applications include field mapping, environment observation (observation of forest cover or water surface to detect pollutions), monitoring of construction sites, and various military applications [2] . Because such sensors are usually installed onboard of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), they have to be possibly small, light, and consume little energy. Additionally, the application of radar sensors allows for observation of relatively large terrain surface independently of the weather conditions and the time of day. Unfortunately, in typical configuration they have low azimuth resolution. This drawback can be removed using Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) systems which allow to achieve high resolution images. Most often they operate as coherent pulse radars with carefully designed intrapulse structure. Usually there are used Linear Frequency Modulation (LFM) waveforms. The low level of sidelobes in the time domain, after the matched filtering is ensured by application of Non-Linear Frequency Modulation (NLFM) waveforms. There are considered also signals with more complex time-frequency intrapulse structure. Their synthesis, however, requires more sophisticated processing [3, 4] . For pulsed radar SAR systems modeling, the "start-stop" approximation is commonly used. Due to the relatively short pulse duration it assumes that the platform is stationary during the pulse transmission process. Thus, the difference in echo delays from a given object results only from the change of the radar position. The radar movement induces changes in the distance between the radar and the object (so-called Range Migration (RM)). However, FMCW SAR systems employ long waveforms that allow us to obtain larger radar range [5] , while keeping the peak pulse power at a low level. The breaks between the transmitted pulses are short enough to assume the transmission continuity. As a result, the previously accepted approximation ceases to be valid and taking the movement of radar platform into account is necessary. In the FMCW radar signal processing additional couplings between range and azimuth components that result from the Doppler effect should be considered [6, 7] . Thus, the application of typical algorithms of SAR image synthesis without adequate modifications will lead to image distortions.
Most often the algorithms of SAR image synthesis are divided with respect to the field of processing, distinguishing the algorithms operating in the time or frequency domains. The first group comprises the Time Domain Correlation -TDC algorithm, in which the image is formulated through the matched filtering along a synthetic aperture i.e. through the convolution of the raw signal with so-called reference function. The second group includes the Range Doppler Algorithm (RDA) that synthesizes image through the multiplication of the reference function spectrum with the raw SAR signal spectrum. The last of the discussed algorithms is the Range Migration Algorithm (RMA) known also in the literature as the Omega-k algorithm [8] . It ensures precise processing of data, even for long apertures and large squint angles of the radar. It realizes the operation called the Stolt interpolation that synthesizes image by reconstruction of the electromagnetic wave front.
Many other algorithms of FMCW SAR image synthesis, including modifications of the above mentioned, are described in the literature and usually a comparison of the effects of their performance is presented. These descriptions are focused, first of all, on quality of a point objects synthesis, including the width of the mainlobe and the level of sidelobes (e.g. [9, 10] The SAR data processing is based on the two-dimensional, spatially dependent correlation of the raw echo signal with the echo of a point object [9] . 
then the signal of the point object's echo can be written as [10]       
where  -is the echo signal delay due to the radar-object distance.
To simplify the considerations, an initial phase of the sounding signal as equal to zero and for all signals a unit amplitude is assumed. Instantaneous frequencies of the sounding signal and the echo signal are given in Fig. 1 . After the multiplication of the echo signal (3) with the direct and /2  -shifted transmitted signal, the complex downconverted signal of a beat frequency is expressed as [10]   .
This signal should be sampled in the fast time with the period s t and in the slow time with Pulse Repetition Interval (PRI). During the development phase of the SAR system the PRI must be chosen with respect to the Nyquist criterion in the spatial domain. This is strictly connected with the platform velocity, the wavelength used and the width of the main lobe of the antenna system. If the criterion is not satisfied, the aliasing phenomenon occurs and false objects appear in the image [12] .
The above function describes the range-compressed point object echo signal. In the SAR processing, each point of an image is regarded as a potential source of the echo signal. Thus, the echo signal delay 0  becomes dependent also on range (i.e., on the number of the range cell k). Additionally, the azimuth coordinates become related to the center of the synthetic aperture.
III. THE TDC ALGORITHM
The TDC algorithm consists of the definitional convolution of the raw signal with the reference point object echo. In practice, it means a summation of the signal along synthetic aperture with the phase correction term which responds to the difference of the signal path due to the changing radar position. This operation can be described with the following equation [10]       The TDC algorithm has a high computational complexity of the () a O MNN order, which is too high for many applications. However, due to the definitional forming of the reference function, it gives a basis for measuring the image quality of the other reconstruction algorithms [5] .
IV. THE RDA In many applications SAR images are synthesized using the RDA which makes azimuth compression through the fast convolution of the raw signal and the reference function [13] . It means that the range-compressed radar's signal must be subjected to the Fourier transform in the azimuth direction, i.e., transferred into the range-Doppler -domain and then multiplied with the reference signal spectrum [1] . Azimuth spectra of the objects' echoes are centered around the zero frequency (Fig. 2) . Their shape on the R-D plane is a hyperbole that reflects the function of radar-object distance changes (so called the range migration curve). The beat frequency of the down-converted signal in the FMCW system that is proportional to the distance may be expressed as a function of azimuth position as follows [13]     
In the R-D domain it can be written as [13]   The function (13) has been derived for a pulse radar, where the Doppler shift of the echo signal does not influence significantly on the target position along the image's range axis. In FMCW radars, the distance to the target is determined on the basis of the beat frequency, and the Doppler shift can disturb this value. In this case the range migration function takes the following form [13]   Fig. 2 . The azimuth spectrum of the simulated signal [13] Thus, the image synthesis of the range-compressed signal by RDA can be divided into two basic steps: the range cell migration correction and the azimuth compression [14] .
Due to the application of the fast signal convolution, the matched filtering lasts significantly shorter than in case of the TDC algorithm. However, the quality of the obtained images depends on the number of the used reference functions because for each range bin it has different form. In order to simplify the calculations it is possible to assume range intervals in which the reference function does not change. This would speed up the algorithm, however induces some approximation errors within these intervals.
V. THE RMA
The Range Migration Algorithm belongs to the group of the algorithms operating in wavenumber domain ( k  ). It performs so called Stolt interpolation which formulates image through the reconstruction of an electromagnetic wave front [8] . In order to make the image synthesis from the range-compressed signal using RMA, the Fourier transform along the azimuth dimension should be firstly performed. The result takes the following form [14]   
where 0 X -is the reference point range (usually the image center).
After the preliminary compression, the differential azimuth compression (DAC) should be done which will correct the phase of the signal in reference to the center of the image. The compressed signal ( , ) cy s x k should be multiplied with the FMCW range-Doppler coupling signal phase corrector, that also includes the range migration correction according to the relation [15] 
VI. COMPARISON OF THE ALGORITHMS
The presented algorithms differ in the operating principle because they are based on different properties of the SAR system. During the design of such system, the execution time of the image formulation algorithm and the quality of the obtained images are taken into account.
To verify the first characteristic, the computational complexity of the algorithms in the implemented configurations has been estimated. The number of arithmetic operations (multiplication and summation), extraction of roots and determination of the trigonometric functions values were distinguished. It was assumed that multiplication as well as summation operations take similar amounts of time in arithmetic-logic units, thus those operations are grouped together. Execution time of the remaining operations is dependent on the used calculation algorithms and the argument value, so only the number of their operations could be given but no actual time of their performance. Table I presents a collective   TABLE I  COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF THE IMPLEMENTED , is shown in Fig. 3 . As it can be seen, the computational complexity of the TDC algorithm is many times higher than the RDA and RMA. Thus, it cannot be used for applications that require fast signal processing. The RMA has proven to be little faster than the RDA, and the time of its operation is significantly less dependent on the synthetic aperture length (Fig. 4) . However, it should be underlined that the used applications have some simplifications ensuring faster calculations. In consequence, the proportions of computational complexity of RMA and RDA differ from these presented in the literature (e.g. [8] ) but the difference in the number of operations is relatively small. In some SAR systems the quality of the obtained images is much more important than the computation speed. To compare the image quality, the tested algorithms used the same raw SAR signal. The selected fragment of the radar image, presenting the object consisting of 9 reflecting points, arranged in an arrow shape, is shown in Fig. 5 . The seemingly darkest image testifies to the highest contrast and the lowest background noise. This means that more signal energy is focused in the point corresponding to the target position. Small surface of the object on the image also testifies to good algorithm quality. According to that, the best one is TDC algorithm and next RMA and RDA ones.
For additional comparison of the quality of the images, the cross-sections through the point-like target echo at the azimuth coordinate 578 m  and the range coordinate 10 n  are shown in one diagram (Fig. 6 ). The presented cross-sections confirm the earlier determined qualitative ranking of the algorithms. TDC algorithm ensures the narrowest width of the main lobe and the highest amplitude for the object, the next, in this respect, is the RMA and the most blurred images with relatively high level of side lobes are generated with the RDA. As it was mentioned earlier the RDA is based on approximation of the reference function and it accepts a little poorer image quality which is confirmed by the obtained results.
VII. SUMMARY
The paper presents an analysis of three SAR image synthesis algorithms: the time domain algorithm TDC and two frequency domain algorithms RDA and RMA, applied for SAR systems operating with FMCW. Their computational complexity, taking into account all modifications and simplifications used for the implemented algorithms, has been theoretically estimated. Also quality of the images obtained by them has been compared. Having in view the described criteria, in order to obtain an image with the highest quality in applications which do not require fast results, the best choice will be the TDC algorithm. In case of the spectrum algorithms, the better one seems to be the RMA that ensures good-quality results in relatively short time.
